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Before we get started…
n Last Time:

n Energy methods (applied for conservative systems)
n For determining EOM
n For determining the natural frequency of a system (Rayleigh’s method)

n Examples

n Today:
n HW Assigned: 3.25, 3.50 (due on Feb. 26)

n Starting Chapter 3: Harmonically Excited Vibration

n Next Tu (02/24): exam, covers chapters 1 and 2
n Please point out missing material from the website
n Review session: Monday evening, 7:15PM, in this room
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Response to Harmonic Loading
n Previous chapter: no external force applied to system
n This chapter: a harmonic excitation applied

n A force like F0 cos(w t)
n A motion applied to a body like A0 cos(w t)
n Note that we still deal with single degree of freedom systems

n Case A: no damping present, discussed next

n Case B: damping present
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Case A: Undamped System
n Harmonic excitation assumed at frequency w: F0 cos(w t)

n Note: w is not quite the frequency, in fact, f is the frequency, where w=2 p f
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n EOM:

n A set of ICs is provided:

n Solution assumes form:

n Nomenclature:



Short Excursion:

The Homogeneous and Particular Solutions

n We search for a solution x(t) of the form:
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n Recall the problem we are trying to solve:

n For the particular solution xp(t), we are happy with it satisfying the ODE 
(we can’t hope to nail the IVP, that would be too nice…):

n EOM:
n ICs:

n Things fall into place if we have the homogeneous component xh(t) be 
the solution of the following IVP:



Case A: Undamped System (Cntd)

n I need to “hunt” for a particular solution
n If I had the particular solution xp(t) dealing with xh(t) would be easy (that’s 

what we did all Chapter 2…)

n From the theory of the solution of ODEs (DiffEq class), search xp(t) like
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n Substitute back in EOM to find that X will assume the form

n Therefore, 



Case A: Undamped System (Cntd)

n Recapping, what we have so far assumes the form
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n Use initial conditions to find the A and B coefficients:

n Then solution of IVP can be expressed in one of the following two forms:



New Term: Gain 
n Also called “magnification”, or “amplification”

n Tells you what you gain by the fact that you excite the system at a 
certain frequency w (like in F0 cos wt )

n Defined as the ratio between the maximum amplitude of the particular 
solution and the static deflection that you’d get out of the spring when 
stretched by the force F
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Gain (Magnification)  (Cntd)

n Define ratio
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n Then magnification becomes

n Three regimes emerge



Regime A1 & A2
n Regime A1: “In Phase Response”
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n Regime A2: “In Phase Response”



Regime A3 – Resonance: r=1
n Rely on L’Hospital’s rule to get insight into the response of the system

n Consider only a part of the solution, and its equivalent form:
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n Using L’Hospital’s rule,

n Solution becomes



Regime A3 – Resonance: r=1  (Cntd)
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Example: Plate Supporting Pump (pp. 227)

n Pump Weight:  150 lb

n Steel Plate, Thickness/Width: 0.5/20 in

n Plate subject to harmonic force F(t)=50 cos 62.832t [lb]

n Find amplitude of vibration of plate
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Case B: 
Harmonic Excitation acting on Damped Systems

n EOM:
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n Search for solution: 

n For now, focus on particular solution.  Assume form:

n Notables:
n We trust xp(t) to change with the same frequency  w
n All we need to figure out is what X and a should be

n Good to know (Trigonometric Identities):

n ICs:



Case B   (Cntd): 
Harmonic Excitation acting on Damped Systems

n If xp(t) is a solution of the ODE, it better verifies it.  Substitute back to get
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n Use trigonometric identities on previous slide to get

n Equate the coefficients of              and              in above equation:



Case B   (Cntd): 
Harmonic Excitation acting on Damped Systems

n Focus on (b).  It leads to the following condition:
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n Now that we figured out a, go back to (a) to get X (next slide)



Case B   (Cntd): 
Harmonic Excitation acting on Damped Systems
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n Substitute sina and cosa back in (a) to get

n Therefore:

n The amplitude X can also be expressed in terms of z, r, xst:



Case B   (Cntd): 
Harmonic Excitation acting on Damped Systems
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n Recall that at this point we have the particular solution

n Due to the way we chose X and  a, this solution satisfies

n We now need to find the homogeneous part of the solution, that is,        .  
This component of the solution must satisfy the following:
n The homogeneous differential equation

n A set of initial conditions that guarantees that the combo                       , that 
is,           , satisfies the specified initial conditions:



Case B   (Cntd): 
Harmonic Excitation acting on Damped Systems
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n Not going into the details of how          is computed
n This was what kept us busy in chapter 2…

n In the end, the solution is obtained as

n “Transient”  component disappears after a short while (due to the exponential 
term, which wipes it out quickly…). Color code: red

n Steady-state component is what you see for the long run. Color code: green
n Actual Solution: the superposition of the two components. Color code: blue
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New Topic:

Dynamic Load Factor (DLF)
n DLF can be seen as an amplification factor:

n By definition
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n Recall that for the static deflection,

n Think of DLF like this: 
n If the force F0 would not oscillate, then, when it pulls the mass, the spring 

would stretch by xst for equilibrium 
n However, since the force is oscillating at frequency w, how is this going to 

impact the value of the amplitude with which the mass moves?



Dynamic Load Factor (DLF)  (Cntd)

n I’m interested in DLFmax given that 
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n Find that value of r for which

n Recall that:



Dynamic Load Factor (DLF):
Graphical Representation

n Quick remarks
n For r=0, DLF=1, independent of  z

n In order to have a peak, you need 
to find an r that satisfies the first 
order optimality condition

n This is the case as soon as z is such 
that the following is well defined:

n For this,
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